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Abstract. Building construction has gone through significant change with the
emerging spread of ICT during last decades. “Intelligent buildings” are equipped
with building automation systems (BAS) that can be remotely controlled and
programmed and that are able to communicate and collaborate. However, BAS
aim to facilitate operation of the building and do not provide sufficient support
for strategic level decision support. This article presents adaptation of Semantic
Sensor Network ontology for use in the field of building operation analysis. The
Semantic BMS ontology enriches the SSN with model of building automation
datapoints that gather operation data and describe the interconnections between
BAS devices, algorithms and influenced or monitored properties of a building.
Proposed ontology allows facility managers to query BAS systems in a way that
is convenient for tactical and strategic level planning and that is unavailable in
current state of the art systems.
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1 Introduction

Facility management is defined by the International Facility Management Association
(IFMA) in following words: “Facility management is a profession that encompasses
multiple disciplines to ensure functionality of the built environment by integrating
people, place, process and technology.”1

We can distinguish several systems and/or data sources that can be utilized in order
to support and simplify tasks of facility management staff, namely Building Information
Model (BIM), Computer Aided Facility Management (CAFM) and Building Automa‐
tion/Management Systems (BAS/BMS).

1 Available from http://ifma.org/about/whatis-facility-management.
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On the strategic level, CAFM systems are used for benchmarking of building oper‐
ation efficiency and performance. Benchmarking methods in facility management are
covered in EN 15221-7 standard. Requirements placed on Key Performance Indicators
(KPIs) are summarized in [1]. Among others, the authors mention flexibility, the quan‐
titative nature of the KPIs and simplicity of use. BMS data satisfy the first three require‐
ments, the simplicity of use is a downside of current BMS/BAS solutions. The paper
proposes ontology description of the BAS data that largely facilitates use of the BAS
data on a strategic level.

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes contribution of the research to
the field of cyber-physical systems. Section 3 presents state of the art in the field of
semantic technologies for building automation. Section 4 describes the basic concept of
Semantic BMS ontology. Section 5 demonstrates the capabilities of the proposed
ontology on sample SPARQL queries. The last section discusses the advantages of the
presented work and proposes future research topics.

2 Relationship to Cyber-Physical Systems

Modern (“intelligent”) buildings are equipped with variety of sensors and controllable
devices (e.g. HVAC, security systems). Devices are integrated into the Building Auto‐
mation System (BAS), also referred as Building Management System (BMS). Devices
incorporated in BAS can be remotely controlled, monitored and queried. Actions
performed in an user interface of BMS have direct impact on the physical world (e.g.
opening a valve) and changes in the physical world are reflected by automation algo‐
rithms (e.g. air conditioning units adjusts operating parameters in response to changes
of outdoor air temperature). BAS systems thus can be considered cyber-physical
systems.

The BMS contains large amount of a precise, up-to-date and detailed data that are
valuable for a building operation analysis and cannot be obtained any other way. Indi‐
vidual information objects (such as current temperature in particular room measured by
a sensor) accessible in the BAS network are referred to as “datapoints” further in the
paper.

Absence of structured semantic information prevents efficient querying of the data
points for analytical purposes, as it is not possible to select and filter the data based on
criteria such as type of source device, location of a measurement or measured quantity
kind. If the data from particular data points are required (e.g. electricity consumption
for the last month for each of the buildings on the site for comparison), the operators of
the system have to manually gather the data point addresses by inspecting the building
plans or user interface of the BAS.

The above mentioned problem clearly emerges when operating large BAS system.
Masaryk University utilizes BAS network consisting of approximately 1500 devices
communicating using BACnet automation protocol with hundreds of thousands data
points available. The network covers 35 buildings with overall area of 120 000 m2 at
the site of University Campus Bohunice in Brno, Czech Republic and several more over
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the whole Brno city. The requirements of effective operation of large-scale installations
of automation technologies are discussed in [8].

This paper presents Semantic BMS ontology that aims to provide novel semantic
description of the building automation systems. This allows developers of business
intelligence applications to effectively query the model and easily gather required
building operation data based on parameters unavailable in current semantic description
of building automation systems. Such parameters describe relation of measured data
with the physical world and objects described by different information systems.

3 Related Work

Standardized building automation protocols such as BACnet (ISO 16484-5),
LONWorks (ISO 14908-1), KNX (ISO 14543), or ZigBee generally cover operation of
building automation devices, providing specifications for physical communication
layer, data link and networking layer and application layer on the highest level. A specific
setup of automation network is however unique to each installation site. Automation
protocols focus on communication interfaces and do not provide tools for complex and
structured description of datapoint semantics.

Advanced ontological representations of building automation systems pursue
various goals. Overview of different approaches and aims in the field of building auto‐
mation ontologies follows.

The concept of “Semantic Agents” ensuring different aspects of building operation
(Energy management, Safety, Security, Comfort) is proposed in [2]. Semantic agents
are complex applications facilitating semantically described automation data.

In [6], authors define several basic “ontology modules”, addressing different aspects
of automation systems’ semantic description. In [10], the W3C Semantic Sensor
Network ontology (see Sect. 4 for further details) is extended by model of physical
processes occurring in the building (e.g. adjacent room exchanging energy) in order to
provide tool for building operation diagnosis and anomaly detection.

Concept of Building as a Service (BaaS) is introduced in [4], aiming to simplify
development and maintenance of building automation installations. In [3], discovery
services for smart building are proposed using enriched SSN ontology, however they
lack structures needed for complex querying (e.g. hierarchy of locations). Instead, they
aim to facilitate development of self-adapting control algorithms. Integration of different
automation systems facilitated by ontological generic application model is proposed in
[11]. A generic application model enables deployment of platform-independent system
configuration to physical devices implementing different automation protocols. In [5],
ontology for integration of different BAS is proposed. The ontology describes platform-
independent “parameters” (data points) which can be observed or controlled.

The Linked Open Data approach for building automation data streams is facili‐
tated by EDWH Ontology proposed in [9]. The aim of the EDWH ontology is to
provide bridge between the SSN ontology and the W3C RDF Data Cube vocabu‐
lary, as the data are meant to be analyzed by OLAP data cube techniques. In [7],
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the authors use SSN-based ontology for energy management based on sensor data.
The semantically described BAS data help to establish situation awareness at the
strategy level, allowing multi-level evaluation of energy consumption (from organ‐
ization level to the level of individual appliances).

In general, existing ontologies either aims to describe aspects of BAS different from
data analysis, use proprietary/ad-hoc structures for storing semantic data, ignore inte‐
gration with BIM systems or do not provide domain-specific mapping of BAS systems
to the SSN ontology.

4 Semantic BMS Ontology

Goal of the presented research is to provide a BAS-protocol-independent model of
intelligent building systems. The proposed ontology aims to represent information (data)
available for operation analysis. The Building Automation System can be viewed as a
sensor and actuator network for the purposes of data analysis. Semantic description of
sensor networks is a subject of extensive research, resulting in frameworks and tools
such as SensorML language, Observations & Measurements (O&M) model or Semantic
Sensor Network ontology (SSN). However, for the use in the domain of building auto‐
mation, particular differences have to be taken into account, and SSN was thus extended
into the Semantic BMS ontology (SBMS).

A semantic description of the BMS is not required to contain some information that
would be duplicate (copy) of data available in the BAS, BIM or CAFM systems. The
aim of the presented research is to enrich the BAS/BMS with semantic links to entities
present in other systems (BIM, CAFM) and add new layer of semantic metadata that are
not available elsewhere. However, in some cases replication of the information is
convenient for effective querying.

The SBMS represents spatial relations within the built environment as a tree hier‐
archy (“site-building-floor-room”). Devices and device types taking part in building
automation are modeled as well. This simplified model has to be provided by the BIM
system. The ontology repository duplicates BIM data and is updated whenever source
data change. This approach was chosen because it allows for efficient retrieval of
frequent queries (“get all temperature sensors from the first floor of the building B2”)
and keeps the semantic model and BIM/OWL translation relatively simple.

The key concepts for accurate semantic annotation of sensor/actuator data are
“Observed property” (OP) and “Feature of Interest” (FoI). The FoI represents an object
of measurement. The OP represents specific information that we observe. In the domain
of building automation, we can demonstrate the concepts on examples such as energy
consumption (OP) of a specific building (FoI) or speed (OP) of a specific fan (FoI).The
Semantic BMS further specializes the concepts. Namely, it restrict class and property
definitions so as valid FoI can be either a device (e.g. valve, pump, engine, or PLC) or
a location (site, building, floor, or room). The FoI has to be present in the BIM system.
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The building operation data are generally not meant to be publicly available on the
Internet. Therefore, there is no need for semantic annotation of individual measurements.
For that reason, the SSN Observation concept represents only semantic connection of
datapoint, sensor, FoI and OP and do not contains any actual measured data. Annotated
data point values can then be directly obtained from the BAS.

The Semantic BMS Ontology introduces simplified model of processes occurring in
the BAS system as an association of input and output – room temperature serves as an
input for regulation algorithm of a respective AC unit, thus influencing values of various
datapoints that the algorithm controls (e.g. fan speed). Furthermore, the ontology
describes “indirect” influence observed as a result of physical processes occurring in the
built environment. The indirect influence usually occurs between output of one algo‐
rithm and input of another. As an example, we can consider a datapoint A representing
openness of a valve that mixes cold and hot water. The state of the valve is controlled
by a datapoint acting as an output of an algorithm. Different control algorithm uses as
an input a datapoint B representing water temperature past the valve. Thus, the datapoint
A value indirectly influences the datapoint B value – the measured temperature depends
on the state of the valve.

The ontology further specifies domain-specific sensing methods, provides categori‐
zation of observed physical qualities and provides model of generic data point types.

5 Results

At the moment, the Semantic BMS ontology is implemented using OWL language and
populated with sample data imitating relationships in real facilities.2 The Semantic BMS
ontology defines 107 classes (79 of them however represent device types and are adapted
from Industry Foundation Classes 4 standard) and 34 relations (properties). In most of
the cases for both classes and relations, the added elements are specializations of existing
SSN elements. For testing purposes, the ontology is populated with 175 individuals (e.g.
buildings, rooms, devices, datapoints) and their respective relations.

The key classes are named Site, Building, Floor, Room, and Device, repre‐
senting BIM elements, Address (representing various types of datapoints) and several
classes extending original definitions from the SSN ontology: Observation, Scope
(representing Feature of Interest), Observed property and Sensing.

As an ontology repository, Apache Jena TDB is used. The repository can be queried
using SPARQL query language and allows to select and filter data points according to
their relation to physical world and to entities described by a BIM system. Following
SPARQL query extracts available information about particular data point (PREFIX
declarations are omitted):

SPARQL Query: Description of a data point

2 Available from http://is.muni.cz/www/255658/sbms/v1_0/?lang=en.
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The presented query provides following information about the respective datapoint
with BACnet address of “2309.AI5”:

– Datapoint type – Specifies a role of the datapoint. Possible types can be Input, Output,
User defined value, Auxiliary, Algorithm and Historical data.

– Data source – Specifies a device (further described in the BIM database) that provides
the BAS with the data.

– Source device class – Describes type of the source device (e.g. Energy meter). The
list of device types is derived from the IFC 4 specification.

– Scope (Feature of Interest) – A scope specifies an object the datapoint value is related
to (e.g. fan in the case of an data point representing fan speed, room when measuring
room temperature or building when measuring energy consumption).

– Scope type – Specifies if the scope is a location or a device.
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– Physical quality (Observed Property) – Specifies (usually) physical quality repre‐
sented by the datapoint (e.g. temperature, humidity, energy, or output power). The
list of available qualities is based on the Unified Code of Units of Measure (UCUM)
and can be extended to meet specific requirements.

– Sensing method and time window – Different data point implement different sensing
methods. The simplest case is direct sensing (e.g. room temperature). Other (indirect)
sensing methods employ some kind of aggregation over time period (e.g. energy
consumption total for the last month).

Described parameters allow facility managers to query the BAS data storage in a
way unavailable in the BAS systems themselves. The SBMS facilitates queries based
on an origin of the data and their role in the building operation. Additionally, a query
can inspect relations between data points and influenced operational parameters of the
building using simplified model of processes.

However, facility managers should not be forced to learn SPARQL language nor to
construct complex queries by themselves. The queries are meant to be constructed by
an API available as a part of a middleware layer described in the following section. The
API then will be used by applications for end users equipped with convenient user
interface for data selection and visualization.

Fig. 1. Semantic BMS middleware.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

The proposed ontology introduces novel approach to querying building automation
cyber-physical systems. Querying is based on relations of datapoints with the physical
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world, contrary to common approach based on network topology based querying.
The proposed method allows flexible querying for strategic level decision support in the
field of facility management.

Future work includes development of middleware layer providing RESTful APIs
providing convenient methods both for semantic querying and data access (see Fig. 1).
The APIs will be designed and developed with respect to the typical building perform‐
ance analysis queries, mainly based on benchmark indicators proposed in “EN 15221-7
Benchmarking in Facility Management” standard.

Other challenges include effective methods to populate the ontology with semantic data
and on seamless integration of the Semantic BMS ontology with BIM data sources by
providing explicit mapping between Semantic BMS ontology concepts and objects
described by Industry Foundation Classes standard used for data exchange in BIM systems.
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